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MEET THE AUTHOR

F

lourish Joshua is an award winning
out-of-the-box creative Writer and Poet
par excellence.

To heal from some things he cannot name, he began
to live in poems over the years.
Having written over 800 poems, his poems are weekly
been read by over five thousand in the Magazine of
an International Organization.
He has been published by various Websites and
Magazines. His writings are a reflection of modern
day trends, satirizes parliamental eeriness and shadows
around native history and Yorùbá troubadours.
He is presently a Poet to the General Overseer,
Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries, Worldwide,
Dr. D. K Olukoya.
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He was the Performance Poet at Dr. Taiwo Ojo’s
Book Launching, Global Leadership, televised on air at
Channels TV.
He is one of the short story writers for TVC’s children
short story show.
He had had interview sessions with the Vice Chancellor,
The University of Lagos, Prof. Oluwatoyin Ogundipe
alongside Members of The Press Club, UNILAG.
December 21, 2019, he was awarded POET OF THE
YEAR in the International Annual Merit Awards of
one of Nigeria’s foremost Writer and Poet, verified by
Wikipedia, Inufin Ayomide D’great.
He is the Host of Elédùà Writers — an online literary
platform that brings creative minds together, helping
them get better daily, giving them a voice and promoting
African Literature.
He is a good Singer and Guitarist with a number of
lyrics.
_”Arúgbó n Soge and Other Poems”_ is his first
collection of poems.
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INTRODUCTION

lourish’s ARUGBO N SOGE, a collection
of satirical and didatic poems, is one of
its kind in the African world of Literature,
especially in the West-African world. A setting where
the need to correct negative prevalent issues is
greatly emphasized by different writers. This truth
foregrounds the purpose of the poems: that which
Flourish has described as a satire for our attire — a
ridicule of the frailties of the setting of reference:
Nigeria.
Thus, the issues addressed in each poem are
not far-fetched from the reality of the livelihood
of the Nigerians, but they are coinned from every
experience of the state and her citizens, ranging
from the different perspectives of occurrences to the
unknown. With this view, Flourish Joshua informs
the reading public of “The State of the States” in
a variety of delicately described dishes of poetry.
Owing to this, no aspect of the country’s daily served
meal is left uncooked. Should we mention the issue of
“Chide Abuse?” Or is it the issue of the incumbent
reign of the historians? What about the fustration of
the young in their prime, speaking “In The Voice
of The Nigerian Youth?” Or the declined system
of “Demo Crazy?” Even the obligations of “Our
Voting Rights” are not left out either.
This collection of poems greatly identifies and
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gratifies the need of the reading public — it is no
romance: filled with fantasies and fallacies but it is
a concrete actualisation of the ideal world of the
referenced setting. The poems addresses corruption
and bad leadership, the condition of the state,
otherwise called, “The State of the States”, the
death of dreams; the people’s perceived bias, the
poet’s philosophical stance and his futuristic approach
to the themes highlighted in the poems. All these are
creatively unified in this book to the gratification of
the few — of the Patriots who are athirst for a new
Nigeria and a better people.
Readers of this masterpiece of poetry would
be exposed to the nice and the lies, the hidden words
behind the bad leaders’ smiles, the deceit behind the
crooked politician’s seat, the stiffened cry of dead
dreams within the patriot’s heart and the perecieved
bias in the minds of the people. Seldom have I found
a work which embodies the totality of a social society
with vivid imageries that depicts the actual reality
of “The Evil that once was and still is.” So here
in this book lies, the Genesis of the nation’s prime,
the Revelation of the nation’s problem, the Exodus
of corruption in the land and the Proverbs of
the poet’s expressed observation. So the truth
stands forever: poetry is the eye that addresses
the unseen scenes, the unheard voices and the
unspoken truths. It’s quite unpleasant that the
evil that once was, still is, but these poems exposes
to correct.
Thus, readers should expect to be informed,
transformed, enlightened and to be re-educated
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Flourish aims to
achieve by hitting the bull’s eye. This work is no
book intended to abuse the leaders, but to expose
in order to depict the change

some lapses and correct the deformed mindset of
the people in Nigeria. As the goal of every satirical
text is,

Arugbo n Soge is a weapon of correction
in its maker’s hands to correct the perverted state
of the nation. Now this weapon is delivered to the
reading public, for us not to be only entertained
but also to be reformed and to oppose every form
of anomalies with maturity and enlightenment. In

Flourish Joshua’s words:

“Shall I liken the state of the state to a well scripted
play
Written by a professional playwright, but
Dramatized by unprofessional dramatists?”
Hence, by reading this book, eyes will be born again,
minds will be renewed and hands will be quickened
to work.

No

longer will our people and leaders

be unprofessional, but we would become determined
dramatists acting out our roles to enact the
fulfilment of our script

— Nigeria.

In short, this arsenal of corrective missiles will shoot to
enlighten, to entertain and to profer solutions from the
Pen’s eye . Arise o compatriot! This is Flourish’s call for
a change, spoken in 30 poems.
OMOYENI Aduragbemi
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THE HEIGHT OF IT ALL
There’s a small witty town called, “Niger”.
In an area dominated by area boys...
Where snakes are the ones in power and
Hooligans, their fan.

This town have rulers —
Rulers who are babies,
Babies who are rulers.
If you abuse these men,
You’ll be arrested for ‘child abuse’ —
Old in flesh,
But young at heart.

In this same small town,
Men make love with fear daily
And conceive fates nightly
Because a civilian could take their life
And walk scot free.
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Once again,
Rulers who are babies,
Babies who are rulers.

A town where toddlers
Gets lost in pajamas
While grown up men protect their crotches
With a ‘ladycare’.

When I see them with potbelly,
I’d like to reminisce on
Alphabeta street kids
with protruding stomach
After their usual dinner of
Cassava flakes and a piece
Of dry panla fish head.
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DEATH HAS AN ESSAY AGAIN
What killed our fathers wasn’t actually death —
They were killed by the ill of tentative anxiety and
The evil that once was and still is.

I may have been born towards the limelight of the 21st
Century,
But can tell the handwriting of this death that killed our
fathers
And had silenced the real men of the 19th Century.

This men were wiped off and replaced with inhumane
humans —
In other words, perhaps animals — of no human heart.
I tell you, death has an essay again...
When I say, “Death”,
I mean, the drainers of the blood of our strength
And the sappers of our voices — of the masses.

This kind of death scares death itself —
It is detrimental to death itself.
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Like the traditional hen offered for sacrifice,
Our neck has been placed on a brutal altar —
Altars that brew delicacies from sad moments
And jolly in inhumanity,
The sword has being raised into thin air
And our lives are at stake since they hold our lives like
stakeholders.

This was the essay that killed our fathers.
This kind of death has an essay again!

Shall we open the letter and explode like Bro. Funso
Williams ?
May we not pay for that which
our ancestors had bought.
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DAILY, OUR EYES ARE BORN AGAIN
Daily, our eyes are born again
To sorrows wider than the universe;

Tolu Sabbath said, “Nigeria is a script,
Written by a mad man”, but
I’d like to say “it is a mad script
The ordinary man cannot write.”

Our ears had been blocked by
Social media lies and fallacies.
They tell us what they want us to hear
Not the actual truth.

The latest update of the state
Had always been an update
On the quantity of blood
Spilled across express roads ...
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We don’t have the vibe to switch on
our Televisions anymore —
because, it seem like the same news
Is being repeatedly repeated in different ways.

Daily, our eyes are born again,
To mournful tunes and savagery —
Like àbíkú, Our nation is born and
Is close to returning to it’s abode.

Shall I liken the state of the state to a well scripted play
Written by a professional playwright, but
Dramatized by unprofessional dramatists?

Like deaf men at war,
We now hear with our eyes.
We follow the scornful
Gun vibrations with sensitivity —
Lest we be bulleted six feet
Down the red earth.
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WAR IN THE LAND
There’s war in the Land,
But our Omegas are fast asleep.
Tick tock, we lie in wait
For the saviour that never comes.

Our offspring winter like
Frozen gizzards to the realm of forgetfulness,
Having no idea about
Our men of ages past.

Nor a glimpse of their nativity.

They cling firmly to the
Sagged breasts of their dying mothers —
Those breasts that ran out of milk
Before their sun set.

Our dear farm in the land is now
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A blood tank. There’s nothing beautiful about agony,
But misery in this land
Is a charming seductress.

Luring us into a realm of inhumanity
By the seduction of her thighs.
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OUR VOTING RIGHT
Our voting right is sourer than
Yesterday’s leftovers.

To Oloye Wa:
It is like Mama’s locally made àmàlà
For the lazy men of Ojuelegba,
To stroll down their throats
With the help of beans soup and ewedu.

To Mallam Zo:
It is like Tuwo

And the locally made fura de nunu

To Cheif Bia:
It is the wraps of garri
Fenced by a wall of bitterleaf soup
And a clown of goat head.
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We’ve forgotten that grey hairs
Are not always symbols of common sense.

The men we read about in current affairs
Are still in power.
The one written off in history book is still a leader,
Flagging grooves even
When his office ain’t devoid of rats.

Our vote counts,
If only they were counted.
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THE EVIL THAT ONCE
WAS AND STILL IS
The one who swore heaven and earth
To take it back has been taken back down
And now, we are back, screaming lungs and throats
To take it back from those who
Took down the likes of Bola Ige,
Who took down the likes of Dele Giwa,
Who amputated the voice of Funso Williams —
The evil that once was.

They promised us change, but now,
When we hear the word “change”,
We’ll like to think we have passed our last bustop,
So, no change for us again —
The evil that still is.
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THE STATE OF THE STATES
Education is the key,
But the padlock have been changed.
The state of the state is alarming
And we do not need alarm bells to remind us that
Jesus saw Nigeria in his trance
When he bellowed, “It is finished”.

Our ancestors are still in power.
Aso rock is a living museum.
The state of the state is
Only represented by statues.

Future leaders na born trowey
And we still dey wait as
Patient dog go chop fatest bone.
Our help is broad, but not abroad.
It begins with us. We are the Nigeria, not the roads.
Not the theaters. Not even the power houses.
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MOURN KEYS
Education is the key,
But our leaders had changed the padlock
And this key is no where to be found —

‘Talent’ is another key,
But our leaders have zero value for talents —

These keys are now being used
To unlock hotel rooms and
Purchase condoms — these keys wastes away.

Daily, we hum mournful tunes
To these keys.
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SMALL GIANTS
Wall geckos with a lizard vision.
Lizards with an alligator aspiration.
Sparrows wanting to be eagles.

Monkeys playing like gorillas.
This is the Nation we live in.
A zoo-like inn for small giants.
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THE ZOO
A place where the cooking pot
Is home for spiders,
Pests, tenants
And nocturnal animals, the security officers,
Standing and flagging grooves daily,
A place where the people’s eagle
Needs spectacles and googles
To see the people’s future,
Is pitifully our cave.

When we hear ‘the people’
What comes to mind is a croon of
Domestic and wild animals in a zoo,
Eating themselves,
While their rulers go into hiding —

Board motorcycles to other countries
Leaving their Ghost’s Reserved Area — GRA
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SCHOOL NA SCAM
When the bell rings,
It calls for fear —
Not the fear of teacher’s cane this time,
But the fear of what will be —
The aftermath of schooling.

“School na scam”
Everyone says.

The four walls of our classroom
Cannot shield us from poverty tomorrow...
“School na scam”, everyone says.

You are eager to graduate,
But when you grad, you wait.
Our education sector is now
The latest form of gambling — “baba ijebu”
And now as unsure as sure bet naija.
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SONGS OF THE WRETCHED
We no longer have what perturbs us to bed
Than the sour rhythm of shame and low self-esteem.
The rhythm had been incorporated since our birth;
Inborn, perhaps innate.
But the rhythm stopped being a mere echo
When we overstepped our boundary.

The Melody that now endow our soul
Is that of vague wishes.
We sing no other song.

To be freed from the chains of this chain
Is the second verse that bridges
The second stanza from the third.

Joy dies daily in our mouth
As we reminisce on the sweet
Agonies of the past and present.
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Love has now become the dirty plates
We’d abandoned in our eerie kitchen;
And the pitch we cannot hit
As all we wants is to eat is the delicacy
Of change in our bare hands.

This is our Melody!
This is our Music!
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POLITICAL MARADONAS
“Politics is a dirty game”, people say,
But I’d like to believe it’s a
Clean game with skeptic players
Who adds zeros to their scores
And dribble skillfully in the field.

I call them “political maradonas”.

They don’t pay attention to the whistle
Of the referee of life.
Like a football team of eleven,
They have their players — a cachous.

They divine too.
They keep it coded tho’.

They are skillful at dribbling their way
To scoring, even in their scores.
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They love big names.
They want their names to swell in the lips of men.

They’ve turn their parties to apathies.
They ball out ballot papers.
Votes doesn’t count, because
They are not counted.
Political Maradonas!!!
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DEMO CRAZY
Did you just say it is for the people?
Freedom of speech, but our freedom after the speech
Is dependent on the speech.

Democracy is a weakling — a leper, perhaps.
The mass is like an abandoned project,
Generating revenues every four years.

Campaigns that camp pains in the
Innocent hearts of the electorates,
But hoodily disguises, is what is manifest.
Alas, we’re crazy by default — Democrazy!!!
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POVERTY’S DISCIPLE
Talk about the revealing sagged breasts
Behind the wet cloth of a lady under the rain
Or the revealing pant line,
Drawn almost horizontally across
The crooked ass of a pretty careless lady;

There’s nothing we haven’t seen —
In our small hut,
In our local palace and
In the place we cherish the most — our minimal survivals.

The rhymes we managed to learn
In our roofless local school —
“Some have food but cannot eat,
Some can eat but have no food...”
Is still what we have to offer —

We fall into the category of the foodless omnivores.
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Our house is now an eyesore
And a saw to chop off our eyes.
More like a rat’s abode —
One that one has to squat before one would enter.
The clothes that shelter our body
Have maps of different countries
Made by hungry creeping nocturnal creatures.

Survival in our base
Is based on the struggles of the fittest...
We work like Jack isn’t our friend, yet
We eat crumbs that fall off Jack’s table.
We ask for bread from our parents,
but they give us stones to make fire in anticipation.

Lizards are the Landlords of our kitchen
And rats, the guests on our dining table.
We chase flies away from our sore as we eat our sour
grapes...

Yet, we bask in full admiration,
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Seeing these as a way of living.
Herein lies the playmates of our lives —
Toilet flies, following our large sores and
Singing joyously to the saltiness of the wounds.

We know the robes poverty wears:
Tattered, smelly and bug-ridden.
We know the shape of poverty —
Rectangular, Stout and languidly long.
Poverty hails us when it sees us;
We are more like its overseer.

Let us come out plain and sober:
The journey through the tunnel has taken us years;
When will the light shine to illuminate our path?
When shall this nation get to the end of it’s tunnel?
When shall we stop gaping and groping?
This ghetto is thirsty for a change.
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IN THE VOICE OF A
NIGERIAN YOUTH
Nothing is more awkward
Than the battles that promises
To tear us apart daily.

We are tossed apart and are gullible
As a hen derailed by a grain of corn —
The sword that tear us apart
Is the jaw bone beneath our tongue
And the hip bone that holds
The swinging asses of our ladies.

How shall we have an age to inherit
When there’s no heritage?

The young men, not too young to run,
Are seen, cruising on motorbikes daily
With their certificates and intelligence
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Anonymously cruising along with them.

We are thirsty in our own house
That sits on water.
We are hungry in our own house
That is like a ripe flourishing mango tree.
We are embittered in our own house
That is more like a bee hive.

The power-drunk strong men with extra skins
In power houses, in power chairs
Still wishes to run terms,
Forgetting that ‘Romatism is real’.
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WE HAD A SISTER
Our Land stands like Miss Three,
Pregnant of mystery yet to be unfolded.
Indeed, the beast that kills our best
Is a friend in need, but not in deed.

We had a sister
Who kept herself as a virgin
At the verge inn as Miss Grace,

But how can we apportion grace to Miss Grace
When she has already tagged herself ‘disgrace’.
This grace is a short race to grace
All her ‘Okay’ shuns.

We had a sister who prided herself
As the giant of Africa,
But have now been eaten by low self-esteem
As the elf of Africa.
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We had a Sister. Saintly and incorrupt.
Now, she harvests corruption
To eat them like yams with red oil.
Our sister have probably lose her six stars.
We had a Sister —
Saintly corrupt.
If the land is crazy,
She is the one that holds her sanity.
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ASA WA (our culture)
Like the slim boiled chicken leg,
Placed before wraps of fufu
And the usual bitter leaf soup
As appetizer for it’s consumption,
Our culture had been placed before us.

Like the woman who sells roasted plantain
Four stone throws away
Sits tirelessly, frustratedly

To make sales,
Our fathers made efforts to
Give our culture a voice.

Like the hen protects her chicks
From the threats of the hawk
And the evil birds of the day,
Our fathers protected our way of life.
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Like the accurate dance steps
Of the twelve female dwarf dancers
Of Lafiade,
Our culture had been accurate.

Our fathers knew the voice of the wind,
The footprints of the shadows
And the deeds of the hunting death
By day and night.

Their eyes shone against the eeriness
Of the village myths and
The festive festivities of festivals.

Their actions against the intruders
Of their traditional tradition
Were as unnoticed as the
Footsteps of death in the land.
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Those days are now sourer than
The milkless breasts
Of the ugly aged women of Lafiade
That ran out of milk before their sun set
And more disinteresting than
When lizards mate on the mud walls.
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SINCE THE BLACK DAYS
OF ODUDUWA
Since the black days of Oduduwa,
To the striking days of Ogun

Down to the thunderous times of Sango,
We had a story for the gods.

Even though we couldn’t
Decipher this Ifa,
We knew what was to come
And for it, we were prepared.

From the day things fell apart
And were no longer at ease,
Our culture made us tough
Our nation’s madness made us strong
Nations had long fallen apart
Who had not experienced
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Up to half of a yellow sun
Of the thing around our neck.

The evil that once was
Was the war which wared

The whore that had to hide
In a cave.

Even if Wole tells Soyinka
To advice Chimma and Amanda
To talk to our government,
Jobs would keep hiding in caves.

You are eager to graduate,
But when you grad., you wait.
All shall be better.
We are working as ants
As the giants we are.
Albeit, we pray to eat as elephants.
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Our black pride is more diligent
Than the diligence of Mandela;
For no Man can dell her.

We should have an age to inherit,

But here is our heritage,
Trapped in condoms,
Whilst some wastes
In abortion of our portion.

We are the pride that rides
Africa. We may not have gotten
To where we are going,
But as giants — like ants,
We may give anything, but
We won’t give up.
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ANOTHER FACET
Who will educate us? The uneducated?
How can the blind lead the blind?
Or the mentally poor improve our I. Q?

Who sleeps on a bike
And simultaneously pity pedestrians...

When he should be pitied?

So monkeys no longer eat banana...
And goats no longer eat grasses.
Lame men with lame excuses!
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IF AFRICA WERE A WOMAN
If Africa were a woman,
Nigeria would be her first born.
As a firstborn child,
She’d cater for the land of gold,
The Southern guys of Africa
And her remaining elfs.

The map of Africa is like a riffle
And Nigeria is at the trigger point.
Telling us God’s got plans for us
And she is a ‘major’ in God’s plan.

If Africa were a lady,
I’d like to think she’d
Menstruate out some countries
To save the head of her firstborn, Nigeria —
It is malicious for her to
See them punch her lines
Like punch lines.
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OUR HOME IS NOW A CRYPT
It’s so quiet here and we feel so cold.
Our shelter cannot shell us from
The queer theory of National vague interest.

We now live in a cryptic crypt with critics as inhabitants.
No more shelter in this crypt to shell us.
This place no longer feels like home.
The serenity had been blown away
By the sirens of vague interest.

We now run a banking sector,
Located in the protuberant belly of one man.
Beautiful bugs lay in this crypt,
Leaving smelly fagots for us to decipher
With our weak lanterns
Whilst they drain our blood installmentally.
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Who shall lend us oil?
Our lamps are sleepy.
When shall our lamps be revived —
That we may not die in our home?

This home that turned crypt
Is now a hot hut —
Too hot to live in
Yet, the only place we have.

Can’t you see that our drivers
Are close to being somnolent

And we shall soon drown in the lagoon?
Our lamps need be trimmed?
Crickets, chirping at us at nights —
We have become the muse of their laughter.

“No place like home”,
But when “home” is now a crypt,
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We would run...
Away from the huddles of him
Who seeks our head in our own home...
Away from him who seeks
To ambulance our dreams

And place us between
The Anvil and the hammer.

Our only home is now a crypt.
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LANTERNS IN THE CRYPT
Let us look into the future
Like the herbalists look into Aba’s list;
Before they divine.

Though, the candles that lightens this crypt
Is almost put out by the wind of vanity,
Let’s not look at the candle, we can do
That which had been undone.
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ARÚGBÓ N SOGE
Old men with old brain, claiming smartness.
Old female leaders... Turning lead ass in the clique of
gilrs.
Begging for powder, stealing crooked gazes —
At mirrors, at window glass and everywhere.

Arúgbó naa tin soge bayii o

Agama lizards who wants to be an alligator —
Kittens masquerading themselves as lionesses.

T’árúgbó bá n soge,
Kíni sisí yóò se?

Wón ti fi nàìjíríà s’aso bora losí patí
Wón tún fi se yèrì pénpé
Tón fi itan won hàn.
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Wón ti f ’owó nàìjíríà wò’kadà
Láti lo se ìtójú ara won l’áméríkà.

Àbí wèrè ni wón ni? Arúgbó n soge...

Káàsà!!
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IMBECILES AND
THE CAMP FIRE
Like fools jolting around masquerades,
Limping and limping on one feet,
Grinning like imbeciles,
‘The people’ glory in gullibility.

The fire than burns us gradually
Is the same that give us warmth —
And we grin around it like imbeciles.

We have been long fooled by fools.
Once, was a mistake. Twice, will be foolishness.
Who shall open our eyes
To see this gentle fire ?
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CHIDE ABUSE
Let us discuss this cause
Of parental hatred that

Dismantles these mantles
Of love from a child like hay thread.

It is not good to spare the rod,
But when we have a spare rod,
The rod becomes a spear;
Piercing them away
From their parents to their peers
Out of pierced pressure.

Chiding a child is essential;
For if her father were farther
to the rod and no chide in place,
The child shall soon raise her arm
against her father’s will to shake spear.
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Ye African Parents!
Wheel thy child’s arm,
Come forth with the rod

And comfort them thereafter.

Don’t take chiding too serious
Such that you enslave and charm her
With fear like a charmer.

All that kills isn’t death,
But all death kills.
You won’t kill the ill;
You’ll only be a killer that killed her.

Hence, choose the right rods for chiding
And she shall choose the right road for a child.

Albeit, let them know that which is necessary.
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Maturity begins with clarity
And Adulthood from childhood.
Ye African Bishops of the rod;
Let not thine house be a bee shop

That stinges and leaves stigma thereafter,
But if thou must sting,
Sting and let thy venom heal them.
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THESE GIRLS THAT CAN’T COOK
Let us discuss this course
And this evil evil that once was
And still is.

‘She’ is stigmatized and humiliated
For not knowing the recipe of a good meal,
But ‘He’ isn’t even sent to grind at the Mill
Or taught to be a good cook...

She’s told to learn how to cook
Because she’ll be a wife tomorrow —
Who made it the job of a wife?

Or why do we feel a ‘she’ must
Cook better than a ‘he’?

And if a ‘he’ is found preparing a meal,
He is scorned to hell !!!
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Being a good cook is not of gender —
You should blame her for not knowing
How to cook because it is good
To know how to cook —
Not because she is a girl.

Men are even advised in churches
Not to marry a woman who can’t cook —
And the women are not advised to not
Get married to a man who can’t cook.

Do you see that the feminine gender
Is being enslaved?

There’s no best cook anywhere —
We all have different tastes.

And when next you see a ‘she’
Who can’t prepare a good meal,
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Simply tell her it is good to be a good cook.
Do not tell her to be a good cook
Because she is feminine —
It is an evil stereotype!
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THE gods ARE NOT TO BLAME
Let the people gather,
Tell them to wait at the village square —
We have questions to ask the gods
If they’ve got ears to listen.

The gods are hungry,
Yet the sacrifices offered them
Decay on T-junctions and Crossed roads.
We hired men to spoonfeed them,
Yet they couldn’t open their mouths to eat.

Well,
We thought our fathers said
The gods spoke to them...
Why aren’t they speaking to us these days?

Perhaps the gods are not to blame.
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DENSE DANCES
One day, the Bush meats
Will chase their hunters
And the hunters
Will become the hunted.

These human hunters
That glory in taking lives
And humiliating humans,
Dancing densely around their captives,
Shall eat their poisons soon.
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BUNCH OF BIAS BOYS
One day, when they cork their guns,
We shall not run away from them.
We shall stand and die this death
That had kills us long ago.

In five friends, we’d find an enemy
And in ten friends, we’d scarcely find two enemies.
These boys are armed devils from another world
Pretending to be from a tribe in our dear country.

Bias boys of dark intentions.
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AUTHOR’S NOTE
Thank you the time taken to read this book. I do hope
that you enjoyed the poems in it. If you loved the book
and have a minute to spare, I would really appreciate a
brief review via my mail and have you share the book to
your loved ones.
Mobile: (+234) 705 636 0775, (+234) 70 3000 6014
Instagram: @fjspeaks
Twitter: @fjspeaks
joshuaspoetrybank@gmail.com
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